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IN THIS ISSUE ---  (Editor's Note: we welcome feedback and submittals for publication) 

Announcement   
Tea Parties
National Developments

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Please note that as of May 1st. 2009 our corporate Post Office address will be:

American Patriot Council, Inc.

2344 Portugee Road
Sandston, VA 23150

Please also note that our newest Corporate Board member, Robert Denham,  has put APC on Face Book. Thanks Rob!
( http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=168571350366 )  This Face Book presence is an open to public kind of

recruiting ground whereas our 6 APC Time-zone Google Groups are restricted to APC members only in order to conduct
APC business in private.

TEA PARTIES

Reports from all over indicate that many thousands of people turned out nation wide and a few congressmen even showed

up on Fox News to comment.  One was a Democrat who noticed that "the people have spoken" and said maybe congress
ought to listen.

APC member Helen Whelchel of Palm Desert, CA says, " --- I brought along two of my freinds, one is 87 

the other 91. They were really into it ---". (Editor's Note: catch Obama bowing low to the Saudi)
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Big Island APC members joined Tea Parties at both Kona (left) and Hilo (middle and right)

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

 IS THIS WHAT  "WE THE PEOPLE"  REALLY WANT ? --- YOU DECIDE

According to some news sources with calculators in their hands --- 

 If you're a 50-year old-with a college degree, you will pay approximately $81,000 over your working life just to pay the
interest on the debt in the current Federal budget.  And if you're a 20-year-old, newly starting out after college, you will
pay a whopping $114,000.  (Editor's Note: Remember --- these calculations are just the interest.  No reduction of principle

at all, and every time congress cooks up more deficit spending that interest goes up some more.  What could it get to in
four or eight years of Obama?)

THE LATEST "POLITICAL CORRECTNESS" ---- AN AGENCY SET UP TO FIGHT JIHAD TERRORISTS NOW
TURNED POLITICAL GESTAPO ?   --- YOU DECIDE

It is reported that  ---  in announcing the filing of a federal lawsuit against Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano

--- Richard Thompson, President and Chief Counsel of the Thomas More Law Center ( 734- 827-2001 
www.thomasmore.org ) stated, “The Obama Administration has declared war on American patriots and our Constitution".
Thompson added, “Janet Napolitano is lying to the American people when she says the Report is not based on ideology or

political beliefs.   In fact, her report would have the admiration of any current or past dictator in the way it targets political
opponents.”  The lawsuit claims that her Department’s  recently publicized Intelligence Assessment, “Rightwing

Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment, ” violates the
civil liberties of combat veterans as well as American citizens by targeting them for disfavored treatment on account of

their political beliefs.  The lawsuit further claims that the Department of Homeland Security encourages law enforcement
officers throughout the nation to target and report citizens to federal officials as "suspicious rightwing extremists" and
"potential terrorists"  (of the Timothy McVey kind)  if they express any of the following official list of "subversive"

attitudes. The following is a partial list of criteria specifically mentioned in the report  that law enforcement should use to
determine whether someone is a “rightwing extremist”:

    * Opposes restrictions on firearms
    * Opposes lax immigration

    * Opposes the policies of President Obama regarding immigration, citizenship and the expansion of social programs
    * Opposes continuation of free trade agreements

    * Opposes same-sex marriage
    * Has paranoia of foreign regimes

    * Fear of Communist regimes
    * Opposes one world government
    * Bemoans the decline of U.S. stature in the world.

    * Upset with loss of U.S. manufacturing jobs to China and India
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    * . . . and the list goes on

ROSA BROOKS,  THE PENTAGON’S NEWEST ADVISOR --- AN EXPERIENCED MILITARY STRATAGIST OR
FAR OUT LEFTIST ? --- YOU DECIDE

It is reported that Brooks, who will be leaving her post as a Los Angeles Times columnist, will now be advising Michele
Flournoy, Undersecretary of Defense.  It is also reported that  Brooks has been notorious for being a left wing anti-military

radical.   It is a well known fact that she has been an apologist for Islamic terrorists and has criticized the counterterrorism
efforts of the United States and Israel and has called President Bush and Vice President Cheney ‘war criminals’  !  In short,

she seems to believe  THAT PROTECTING OURSELVES FROM TERRORISM EQUATES TO A WAR CRIME.
 

In her new appointment Rosa will have the highest levels of security clearance, but just take a look at some of  her
previous associations!

It is reported that Rosa Brooks used to work as an advisor for George Soros’s Open Society Institute.  (Soros is the
anti-American billionaire who has been supporting the left’s assault on American conservatives).  Brooks is also reported

to have  previously held a position as an advisor for Professor Harold Koh, the man who advocates adopting international
laws into the American system, making the laws our congress passes for us subservient to those of foreign countries. 
According to another lawyer Steven Stein,  who was present at a meeting of Yale alums,  Koh told the meeting, "…in an

appropriate case, he (Koh) didn't see any reason why (Islamic) Shari’a law would not be applied to govern a case in the
United States,"  .

DOES  "SHAKING HANDS WITH OUR ENEMIES"  REALLY  "STRENGTHEN"  AMERICA ?  --- YOU DECIDE

Excerpts from "Broken Windows and Somali Pirates" by Newt Gingrich

"Navy Seals: 3, Somali Pirates: 0.  The good news came on Easter Sunday. All Americans said a prayer of thanks when

three eagle-eyed Navy Seals freed American Captain Richard Phillips from Somali pirates with just three shots.  By simply
doing their job, honorably and effectively, these remarkable men set the right standard for a civilized world.  And give
credit to President Obama for authorizing the use of force to protect the captain.

But are you ready for the bad news? Here it is: The Seals' show of strength and leadership was a singular event in a

dangerous world.  In New York In the 1970s, Civilization Was Giving Way to Predators.  Do you remember New York
City in the 1970s? It seems like every other car parked on the street had a sign posted in its window that said: "No Radio."

These "No Radio" signs were a white flag of surrender to the rampant crime that terrorized New York in the 1970s. They
were a signal that the criminals were winning; the ultimate sign of the weakness of civilization in the face of the
uncivilized: Predators, aggressors and thieves.

Much like New York 30 years ago, the world today is full of predators and aggressors constantly testing the limits of what

they can get away with. They prey on the weak and the innocent. And the signal they are receiving from America and the
civilized world is that there are no consequences for their bad behavior.  Hanging Up a "No Radio" Sign in the
International Arena.  We are back to hanging up "No Radio" signs. And the Somali pirates are just the latest example.

    * North Korea fires a long-range missile capable of carrying a nuclear weapon deliberately on the day the President is

giving a big speech on nuclear disarmament, and the civilized world wrings it hands and talks about legal conventions.

    * The Iranian dictatorship cheerfully announces that is has 7,300 centrifuges to make nuclear bombs and nothing
happens.

    * Hamas fires a few more missiles into Israel and everyone ignores it.

    * Pakistan transfers power to the Taliban in its North West Frontier and the world stands idly by.
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    * There's a Mexican drug war going on that barely makes the newspapers.

    * And as Rich Galen points out, there are still approximately 260 hostages being held by Somali pirates. Two more ships
were seized Tuesday. But you never hear about them because they're not Americans.   As mayor, Rudy Giuliani, along

with his police commissioner, William Bratton, transformed New York by doing something very simple in conception but
very difficult in execution.  Giuliani and Bratton cleaned up crime in New York by showing that strength works against

predatory aggressors.  Weakness only invites more predatory aggression.

Mayor Giuliani and Commissioner Bratton were inspired by a theory developed by social scientist James Q. Wilson and

criminologist George Kelling called the "broken windows" theory.
If Criminals Believe There are No Consequences,  More (And Worse) Crime Will Follow.  The Broken Windows theory

simply states that if a building has a broken window that is not fixed, the message is sent that no one cares. Vandals
believe there will be no consequences for their bad behavior, and consequently, worse behavior will follow.

President Obama Should Take a Lesson from the Wilson, Giuliani, Bratton and Reagan Playbook.  This is a lesson that all
those who now dismiss the Somali pirates as "distractions" would do well to learn.  It's a lesson that Ronald Reagan, in

addition to Mayor Giuliani and Commissioner Bratton, well understood. As Callista and I tell in our new movie,
'Rendezvous with Destiny', the time America spent under the presidency of Jimmy Carter was a four-year lesson in the

perils of weakness.  Ronald Reagan moved America from weakness to strength with astounding speed, and the end of the
existential threat to America of the 20th century ( the Cold War) was the result.  President Obama should take a page from
James Q. Wilson, Rudy Giuliani, William Bratton and Ronald Reagan's playbook:  Strength works. Weakness fails."

SHOULD WINNING BE NEWS ?  ---  YOU DECIDE

Below are quoted excerpts from a copyrighted article in the London Times.  By INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY
(Editor's note:  Have you read or heard anything close to this in the American news media?)

"Iraq: What would happen if the U.S. won a war but the media didn't tell the American public? Apparently, we have to rely
on a British newspaper for the news that we've defeated the last remnants of al-Qaida in Iraq.  London 's Sunday Times

called it 'the culmination of one of the most spectacular victories of the war on terror.' A terrorist force that once numbered
more than 12,000, with strongholds in the west and central regions of Iraq, has in two years been reduced to a mere 1,200
fighters, backed against the wall in the northern city of Mosul. The destruction of al-Qaida in Iraq (AQI) is one of the most

unlikely and unforeseen events in the long history of American warfare. We can thank President Bush's surge strategy, in
which he bucked both Republican and Democratic leaders in Washington by increasing our forces there instead of

surrendering. We can also thank the leadership of the new general he placed in charge there, David Petraeus, who may be
the foremost expert in the world on counter-insurgency warfare. And we can thank those serving in our military in Iraq

who engaged local Iraqi tribal leaders and convinced them America was their friend and AQI their enemy.

Al-Qaida's loss of the hearts and minds of ordinary Iraqis began in Anbar Province, which had been written off as a basket

case, and spread out from there. Now, in Operation Lion's Roar the Iraqi army and the U..S. 3rd Armored Cavalry
Regiment is destroying the fraction of terrorists who are left. More than 1,000 AQI operatives have already been

apprehended. Sunday Times (London) reporter Marie Colvin, traveling with Iraqi forces in Mosul, found little AQI
presence even in bullet-ridden residential areas that were once insurgency strongholds, and reported that the terrorists have
lost control of their Mosul urban base, with what is left of the organization having fled south into the countryside.

Meanwhile, the State Department reports that Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki's government has achieved

'satisfactory' progress on 15 of the 18 political benchmarks 'a big change for the better from a year ago.' Things are going
so well that Maliki has even for the first time floated the idea of a timetable for withdrawal of American forces. He did so

while visiting the United Arab Emirates , which over the weekend announced that it was forgiving almost $7 billion of
debt owed by Baghdad, an impressive vote of confidence from a fellow Arab state in the future of a free Iraq.

But where are the headlines and the front-page stories about all this good news? As the MediaResearch Center pointed out
last week, 'the CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly News and CNN's Anderson Cooper 360 were silent Tuesday night about

the benchmarks 'that signaled political progress.' The war in Iraq has been turned around 180 degrees both militarily and
politically because President Bush stuck to his guns. Yet apart from IBD, Fox News Channel and parts of the foreign press,
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the ( American) media doesn't seem to consider this historic event a big story."


